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WELCOME TO 
THE CONFERENCE
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I am delighted to be back in Glasgow welcoming you to our 15th annual Brownfield Land Scotland 
conference. This event is brought to you as part of Environment Analyst’s Brownfield & Regeneration Network 
events programme 

The Network has been developed to bring together the entire brownfield community; including consultants 
and contractors, developers, landowners, planners, investors and regulators, to share insights and best 
practice, explore solutions to technical and strategic challenges, identify business opportunities and build 
connections at all levels. 

This year’s conference covers a range of brownfield and contaminated land topics, as always with a specific 
regional focus. We are very pleased to be joined by two speakers from the Scottish Government, bringing 
us up to date with the latest consultation on the National Planning Framework 4 and the work of the Clyde 
Mission which is bringing together partners from across different sectors to transform vacant and derelict 
riverside sites for the benefit of the economy, environment and communities. 

You will also hear from Environmental Standards Scotland outlining their role, responsibilities and statutory 
powers in ensuring environmental protection and governance in Scotland, and SEPA presenting an overview 
of the new groundwater standards for Scotland and the associated revised guidance documents. This update 
on the key changes will be followed by an industry response on their implications for water environment risk 
assessment.

The rest of the day will provide a range of presentations from the availability and use of location and 
geospatial data to better understand brownfield land in Scotland, advances in laboratory analysis of PFAS and 
petrol hydrocarbons, and an exciting research project by the James Hutton Institute which will help to better 
understand the potential contribution that carbon sequestration in soil can make to achieving net zero goals. 

Amanda Rafferty
Community & Events Director
Environment Analyst

https://environment-analyst.com/uk/brownfield-and-regeneration-network/


Lastly, we are pleased to once again offer the popular Roundtable Discussion Session; an opportunity for you 
to discuss a specific topic of interest to you at length in small groups, led by expert facilitators. I hope you 
will also take advantage of the networking breaks throughout the day to reconnect with people and make the 
most of being back face-to-face. For those able to stay on, we would like to welcome you to a drinks reception 
immediately after the conference ends. 

Finally I would like to extend our thanks to all of our event partners, without whose support this event would 
not be possible; our Lead Sponsor i2 Analytical, and all our other sponsors: Chemtech, Dunelm, Element, 
Englobe, Evonik, Eurofins Chemtest, The Coal Authority, GGS Scotland, Groundsure, Landmark and SUEZ. Do 
take the time to visit their stands and chat with them in the coffee and networking lounge.

If you have any questions about the conference programme, or are interested in finding out more about 
the Brownfield & Regeneration Network and how you can get more involved in its activities, then I would be 
pleased to chat with you at any time throughout the day.
  
Warm regards,

Amanda Rafferty

Lead sponsor:

Event sponsors:
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https://www.brownfieldscotland.com/
https://www.brownfieldscotland.com/i2analytical


Join our community

Hear best practice 
and learn the 
latest brownfield 
techniques with 
our roundtables, 
webinars, panel 
discussions and 
conferences

Identify business 
opportunities and 
keep up-to-date 
with policy and 
regulation with 
our brownfield, 
planning and 
regeneration news

Participate in a 
trusted network, 
build connections 
and help define 
the future of 
the brownfield 
industry

Demonstrate sector leadership
Become a Premium Partner and ensure the issues most important to you 
are covered in our Network events and insights. 

Shape our events programme and share your insights with speaking 
opportunities at our webinars and panel discussions.

Showcase your expertise with editorial coverage, and increase your 
visibility with a dedicated profile page on our website.

www.environment-analyst.com/uk/brownfield-and-regeneration-network

Premium Partner:

https://environment-analyst.com/uk/brownfield-and-regeneration-network/


•  Chemical analysis of  Water & Soil
•  Site Services & In-situ analysis
•  Geotechnical & Construction 
    materials testing
•  Air, Vapour & Particulates Analysis
•  Asphalt – Coring & Analysis

i2 Analytical -  
comprehensive testing 
services in Scotland:

40 Carron Place, East Kilbride, Glasgow, G75 0YL 

www.i2analytical.com

Lab in operation  
24/7

Dedicated  
logistics fleet

Customer service 
focused

Fastest growing  
& Most Innovative Lab 

+44 (0)1355 202915

There’s a lot more to us 
than you might think

Water 
Utilising cleaned mine water as a 
resource for industry

Heat 
Extracting heat from mine water to 
heat homes and businesses

Ochre 
Harvesting Iron Hydroxide to use its unique properties 
for land decontamination, pigments and sorbents

Information 
Our information provides peace of mind for those  
living and developing in coalfield areas

0345 762 6848 

groundstability@coal.gov.uk

www.groundstability.com

Find out more at:  https://bit.ly/3CuGCmy

https://www.i2analytical.com/
https://www2.groundstability.com/


EVENT AGENDA
Registration and Coffee

Opening Remarks from the Morning Chair

Jez Gittins, Associate Technical Director, Arcadis

Outlining the Role and Objectives of the New Environmental Standards Scotland

• Detailing our role, responsibilities and statutory powers
• Outlining a collaborative approach to ensuring environmental protection and governance in 

Scotland
• Evaluating the effectiveness of environmental law

Matthew Byerly, Senior Investigations Officer, Environmental Standards Scotland

National Planning Framework 4 – A New Draft Spatial Strategy and Policy Approach

Fiona Simpson, Chief Planner, Scottish Government

Clyde Mission – Using Vacant and Derelict Land for the Benefit of the Economy, the Environment 
and Communities

The Scottish Government’s Clyde Mission is a place-based, mission-led initiative that brings 
together partners from across sectors to achieve a Grand Challenge: to make the River Clyde an 
engine of sustainable and inclusive growth – for the city, the region and Scotland. 

This presentation will highlight recent Clyde Mission investments, and set out the next steps 
towards the transformation of vacant and derelict riverside sites, which will seek to stimulate 
economic activity, secure environmental benefits, and create better places for local communities. 

John Provan, Head of Clyde Mission, Scottish Government

Q&A

Morning Refreshments

Update on Groundwater Standards for Scotland

An overview of the new groundwater standards for Scotland and the associated revised SEPA 
guidance documents: WAT-PS-10 Assigning groundwater assessment criteria for pollutant inputs 
and Land contamination and impacts on the water environment. The presentation will cover some 
of the key changes and what they mean for water environment risk assessment. 

Isla Smail, Principal Hydrogeologist, SEPA

Caroline Thornton, Principal Contaminated Land Specialist, SEPA

Assessing the Implications of the New Guidance for Assessing Risks to Groundwater – Industry 
Perspective from SCLF

This presentation will provide an industry perspective of the proposed changes including potential 
ways to address some of the technical challenges, such as increased use of Detailed Quantitative 

09:00

09:30

09:40

10:05

10:25

10:45

10:55

11:20

11:45
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Risk Assessment (DQRA) and cost-benefit analysis, before providing the results of consultation with 
SCLF members about the implications of the changes.

Helen McMillan, Associate Director, RSK

Alison McKay, Partner, Leapmoor & presenting on behalf of the Scottish Contaminated Land 
Forum (SCLF)

Extended Q&A Discussion

Analysis of PFAS – Methods, Limitations and a Case Study

This presentation will include discussion about laboratory methods for analysing PFOS, PFOA 
and a range of other PFAS compounds. The analytical challenges surrounding the method will be 
presented, along with a case study in determining sub ng/l PFOS and PFOA in the environment. 

Dr Claire Stone, Group Quality Director, i2 Analytical UK

Q&A

Networking Lunch

Welcome Back from the Afternoon Chair

Jenny Colam, Principal Environmental Consultant, Contaminated Land, Atkins

Location Data Scotland – Unlocking the Potential of Location Data for Brownfield Land Projects

Location Data Scotland (LDS) is Scotland’s inclusive geospatial community created to unlock 
the value in location data. We help connect, inform and facilitate collaboration between industry, 

12:10
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IF YOU’RE TIED-UP IN KNOTS BECAUSE
YOUR CURRENT LAB ISN’T PERFORMING,

TALK TO US.

With over 20 years’ experience we’re a safe
pair of hands. Plus, our recent investment in more
instruments, staff and improved quality assurance

procedures ensure that our level of service 
remains both outstanding and consistent,

maintaining our reliably fast five-day turnaround. 

Come and see us on the stand and collect 
your goodie bag (a real sweetener…)

https://www.chemtech-env.co.uk/


academia, public and third sector, across multiple sectors, to drive innovation, unlock skills and 
enable economic growth.  

Ashley will explore the potential of location data for brownfield projects and consider how data 
can be used to help better understand brownfield sites, make it easier to bring them forward for 
development, and how we can work together to unlock the power of location.

Dr Ashley Stewart, Senior Consultant, Optimat & Lead, Geospatial Network Integrator – Location 
Data Scotland

Detailing the Use of Local Government Geospatial Data for Vacant, Derelict & Brownfield Land 
Planning & Development 

• Presenting the Spatial Hub, why it was created and the information it collects and provides
• Outlining how the data is used in local development and other planning, including Vacant & 

Derelict Land 

Iain Paton, Spatial Information Project Manager, Improvement Service

Q&A

Interactive Roundtable Session 

These focused, interactive sessions give you the opportunity to discuss a key topic of interest to you 
in a more participative format. Each session will be led by a facilitator who will lead the discussion 
and encourage maximum debate and sharing of ideas. Choose one topic.

A. Exploring NPF4, Planning and Brownfield, Vacant and Derelict Land Solutions

With the draft National Planning Framework 4 (NPF4) subject to consultation until 31st March 2022, 

8

At Element we help our customers meet their environmental obligations through our comprehensive range of laboratory and 
field based environmental testing services. 

Our market leading laboratory at Deeside undertakes the testing of soils, waters, wastes, sediments, NAPLs, ambient air, 
soil vapours and gases from across the globe. 

E N V I R O N M E N TA L  T E S T I N G
F O R  B R O W N F I E L D  S I T E  R E G E N E R AT I O N

w w w . e l e m e n t . c o m   |   e n v i r o n m e n t a l @ e l e m e n t . c o m   |   0 1 2 4 4  8 3 3 7 8 0

https://www.element.com/


this RT will give attendees an opportunity to discuss the proposed framework with the National 
Planning Framework Team.

Fiona Simpson, Chief Planner, Scottish Government

B. Integrating Remediation and Geotechnical Design to Provide Sustainable and Robust Ground 
Solutions

 Geotechnical and contamination remediation design are often considered independently, and this 
can lead to inefficient ground solutions as well as disputes, delays and claims at all stages during 
earthworks and construction. Use of the correct standards and codes of practice, appropriate 
modelling tools, interpretation and implementation within the framework of EC7 can ensure that 
potential issues during or post-construction are not realised. 

Compliance with the regulatory framework for materials management during remediation and 
earthworks projects is also key to this process. In England and Wales, potential sanctions are in 
place for unauthorised disposals though there has yet to be a significant test case. This roundtable 
will explore the Scottish approach with regard to exemptions, permitting, materials management 
plans and waste crime enforcement.

Daniel Fry, Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Hydrock

C. Exploring Funding Initiatives & Financial Risk Management to Facilitate Brownfield & 
Contaminated Site Developments

• Exploring if there is a robust funding market for brownfield contaminated land
• What are the perceived barriers to accessing that funding and how can these be overcome?
• Do lenders understand the process of delivering ‘Clean & Enabled’ sites and evaluating how they 

can mitigate the risks 
• Discussing would the industry welcome new funding initiatives which could accelerate 

remediation projects

Martin Williams, Portfolio Management & Risk, Maslow Capital

D. Practicalities of Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment (DQRA) & the Importance of 
Characterisation and Conceptualisation 

This roundtable will discuss challenges and solutions to developing robust and achievable 
remediation targets, including reducing uncertainty, refining risk assessment outcomes and 
exploring what a DQRA can and cannot do

Helen McMillan, Associate Director, RSK

E. Hydrous Ferric Oxide – A New Remediation Solution from Coal Mining 

Hydrous Ferric Oxide (HFO) is known to act as a sorbent material in many environments, and this 
characteristic has been the basis for developing treatment options for some soils on contaminated 
land. Assessing whether HFO will be applicable to remediating a particular site requires an intensive 
test programme to develop an effective treatment method. 

The Coal Authority has sponsored the development of a geochemical database to simplify and 
shorten the process by allowing accurate predictions of metal ion sorption to be made over a 
wide range of conditions. Although there are a number of parameters that require additional work, 
the database allows modelling to be conducted by standard geochemical models used by the 
land remediation industry. Modelling may accurately predict the performance of the mix design, 
reduce the physical test work required and shorten the timescale needed to develop an applicable 
treatment solution. 

The Coal Authority can supply HFO and is keen to work with consultants and contractors in 
advancing the use of this technology to remediate contaminated brownfield sites. This RT will 
outline its use and potential remediation solution.

15:40

16:05

16:30

16:50

17:15
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Jon Aumônier, Project Manager, Innovation, The Coal Authority

F. Leveraging the Potential of New Technology

Change – to quote the Greek philosopher Heraclitus – is “the only constant in life”.  Technology is constantly 
advancing, with many businesses embracing artificial intelligence (AI), new remote sensing capabilities and cloud 
computing technologies. Even in our own homes, the Internet of Things (IoT) is fast becoming a reality.  This is just 
the beginning. With the roll-out of 5G connectivity, advances in Quantum Computing and emerging experiences of the 
metaverse, the pace and nature of change, for all of us, is set to increase. 

What does change look like for us as an industry?  What are the new technologies available to us, and how might we 
be able to benefit from them?  How might technology help us solve some of the challenges that we currently face?  
Join this round table discussion group being chaired by Alex Wrottesley, Managing Director of Landmark’s GeoData 
division, to explore these questions further alongside your industry peers.

Piers Edgell, Account Director, Landmark Geodata

Tom Telford, Account Director, Landmark Geodata

Afternoon Refreshments & Networking

Roundtable Feedback

Each break-out session facilitator will briefly share the key learning points from their discussion with the audience.

Exploring Petroleum Hydrocarbon Analysis for the 21st Century  

• Examining the Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon Criteria Working Group (TPHCWG) analysis: the Ileana Rhodes 
method

• Using new two-dimensional gas chromatography technology (GC GC): underpinning science 
• Comparing analytical methods and identifying the benefits of GC GC 
• Exploring the challenges for risk assessors
• Applying the analysis to other mixtures: PFAS, PCBs, dioxins, PCP and more

Dr Ken Scally, Technical and Quality Director, SUEZ

Presentation co-authored by Dr Paul Nathanail, Technical Director Contamination Assessment and Remediation, GHD

Holistic Near Real Time Soil Carbon and Greenhouse Gas Predictions: A Step Towards Net Zero

Carbon sequestration in soil is one of the most promising biological negative emission technologies to mitigate 
climate change. Soil carbon sequestration relies on the adoption of best management practices to increase the 
amount of carbon stored in soil. Soil organic carbon content of soils and GHG emissions cannot be easily measured 
which is a key barrier for implementing programmes to achieve Net Zero and operationalise voluntary carbon 
markets. Currently, a lack of cost effective, robust, consistent, transparent, and accurate methods limits large-scale 
implementation of these technologies. 

A new £1 million research project led by James Hutton Institute scientists aims to tackle the problem, using digital 
technology to develop a UK system to understand and monitor changes in soil carbon. The project will use remote 
sensing, ground based sensors and high-performance computing to create a system to monitor, report and verify 
changes in soil carbon and GHG emissions in near real time. This system could help in designing strategies to monitor 
and improve environmental quality and reduce GHG emissions from managed ecosystems to meet net zero by 2045.

Dr Jagadeesh Yeluripati, Senior Scientist (Ecosystem Modelling), The James Hutton Institute

Closing Remarks from the Chair followed by a complimentary Networking Drinks Reception



Managing Rising Costs and Resource Issues in Development 
24 May, Business Leader Roundtable Discussion

This roundtable discussion will enable business leaders in regeneration & development to discuss 
the current situation with their peers across all disciplines, and explore possible solutions to the 
current supply chain challenges. 

This event is for Brownfi eld & Regeneration Network members only.

Participate in our  
network events

Webinars and panel 
discussions
Get expert advice 
and discover the 
latest innovations and 
techniques

Conferences and 
Brownfi eld Awards
Keep up-to-date with 
brownfi eld strategies 
and developments, and 
build connections

Roundtable 
discussion sessions
Explore solutions and 
share experiences with 
your peers and key 
stakeholders

Groundwater 2022 
12 May, Online Conference

Our annual Groundwater conference will explore different emerging contaminants, including PFAS 
and 1,4-Dioxane, the regulatory guidance for their risk assessment and management, appropriate 
monitoring and sampling analysis, and remediation techniques to tackle these “forever chemicals”.

Brownfi eld & Regeneration Network members receive a discount.

www.environment-analyst.com/uk/brownfi eld-and-regeneration-network

Premium Partner:

Hear best practice, identify business opportunities and problem-solve with 
peers by in our year-round programme of events, including...

Join our next events...

https://environment-analyst.com/uk/brownfield-and-regeneration-network/


Jenny Colam
Principal Environmental Consultant, Contaminated Land, Atkins

Jenny is a Chartered Environmentalist with 16 years’ experience working in Geo-
Environmental Consultancy. She has developed significant expertise across a 
variety of environmental assessment projects specialising in contaminated land 
assessments for human health and water environment in the context of Part IIA, 
Planning Regime, Due Diligence and EIA. Jenny has worked on soil and groundwater 
site investigations, risk assessment and remediation projects for a range of clients, 
including Local Authorities, residential and commercial developers and industrial 
clients. Jenny helps clients to sustainably design their developments allowing reuse 
of materials, reducing disposal costs and waste going to landfill. She is currently 
working on sustainable reuse of materials on a number of road projects in England 
and housing re-development sites in Central Scotland.

MEET THE SPEAKERS

Jon Aumônier
Project Manager, Innovation, The Coal Authority

Jon is part of the Innovation team at the Coal Authority, focusing on sustainability 
improvements with our operations and uses for materials generated in our water 
treatment sites. He has been working on a several product opportunities for Hydrous 
Ferric Oxide (HFO/ochre) in addition to utilisation of harvested reed biomass.

He has a background in process engineering development for minerals and metal 
production and in the steel industry. Following a short stint and Newcastle University 
focusing on geochemistry research, he has subsequently been involved in a varied 
range of collaborative research projects for the minerals and mining sector before 
joining the Coal Authority in 2016.

Matthew Byerly
Senior Investigations Officer, Environmental Standards Scotland

Matthew is a Chartered Environmentalist with over 20 years experience in the 
environmental field, with a strong background in contaminated land risk assessment 
and brownfield redevelopment.

Matthew now serves as a Senior Investigations Officer with Environmental Standards 
Scotland, an independent body established to monitor and investigate compliance 
with environmental law in Scotland.
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Daniel Fry
Principal Geotechnical Engineer, Hydrock

Daniel is an Associate Geotechnical Engineer at Hydrock and has over 14 years 
experience in the industry. Daniel started his career undertaking ground investigation, 
site assessment and preliminary risk assessment. In the last 9 years he has special-
ised in the design, planning and execution of the remediation and redevelopment 
of brownfield sites all over the country and now leads a team based in the north of 
England and Scotland. Daniel has expertise in earthworks, materials management 
and suitability testing and has lead the enabling works design for a number of large 
scale projects in a variety of sectors including involvement in some of the largest 
earthworks schemes in the UK.

Groundsure Insight
The environmental data standard

Imagine, no add-ons – just one product 
for everything you need.

Groundsure Insight is the only report bundle available on the 
market that includes 10k geology data, MasterMap site plan, current and historical 
aerial imagery and Historical Land Use Data as standard. Giving you everything you 
need in one product.

www.groundsure.com @GsureInsights info@groundsure.com +44 (0)1273 257 755

The Complete View

Piers Edgell
Account Director, Landmark Information

Piers is an Account Director at Landmark and has many years’ experience working 
with the UK’s top multi-disciplinary consultancies across environment, infrastructure 
and commercial property sectors. 

During this time, Piers has been involved with many of the UK’s largest and most 
prestigious infrastructure and development/redevelopment schemes, helping ensure 
professionals working on these schemes are provided with the appropriate intelli-
gence at the right time.

https://www.groundsure.com/
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Leading the way in Brownfield 
Contracting and Hazardous 
Waste Treatment.
Englobe is one of the leading Specialist Remediation and Brownfield 
Enabling Works Contractors in the UK, with a proven track record of  
60 years globally, and 30 years within the UK successfully delivering  
cost effective risk-based remediation schemes.
 
Englobe UK is part of Englobe Corp., a world leader in providing integrated 
environmental services which operates in the UK, France, The Middle East, 
USA and Canada. By partnering with us, you are able to rely on our extensive 
experience and delivery capability. We listen to understand your needs, and 
by working closely together we help you overcome the challenges associated 
with Brownfield development.

To speak to our experts please contact us  
enquiries.uk@englobecorp.com
T. 01189 167340 
www.englobecorp.com

Follow us at 
 englobe UK
 @englobe UK

Englobe.Advert - 210 wide x 14.8 deep.V1.indd   1 10/03/2022   13:30

Alison McKay
Partner, Leapmoor & presenting on behalf of the Scottish Contaminated Land Forum

Alison is a chartered chemist and chartered scientist with over 25 years’ experience  
working as a regulator, consultant, laboratory chemist and landowners’ representative. 
She specialises in the assessment and management of contaminated land, providing 
expert advice and support to clients to ensure they get the best from their projects. 
Prior to co-founding Leapmoor in 2017, she worked as an independent consultant for 
10 years and previously successfully established and grew a Site Assessment Team 
in Scotland for BAE Systems Properties Ltd. Throughout her career she has worked to 
promote and improve good practice in the land contamination sector, particularly as a 
member of the Executive Committee of the Scottish Contaminated Land Forum.

Jez Gittins
Associate Technical Director, Arcadis

Jez is an experienced geo-environmental scientist who has worked on environmental 
land investigation and due diligence projects for over 15 years in the UK and abroad. 
He is currently an Associate Technical Director at Arcadis, based in Edinburgh, 
where he leads the local geo-environmental team. Jez has experience working in 
both industry and consultancy who joined the contaminated land sector working 
for an American Oil Services Company performing geochemical integrity testing for 
environmental protection facilities which took him to refineries, terminals, airbases 
and military facilities across UK, Europe, North America and Australia. 

In consultancy, Jez supports clients through the planning process, organising and 
project managing ground investigations and reporting on greenfield and brownfield 
sites for development. He is a Chartered Environmentalist, former Chair of the Central 
Scotland Regional Group of the Geological Society, an assessor for the Institution of 
Environmental Sciences and a Founding Trustee of the Scottish Geology Trust.

https://www.englobecorp.com/


Iain Paton
Spatial Information Project Manager, Improvement Service

Iain is a chartered town planner and a data analytics and geospatial specialist with 
the Improvement Service, focussing on local government data used within the 
planning system and related fields. He has worked with the Scottish Government and 
local government on a national spatial Vacant and Derelict Land dataset since 2017 
and is also supporting the planning data element of the Scottish Government Digital 
Transformation Programme.
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Helen McMillan
Associate Director, RSK

Helen is an associate technical director and QRA lead within RSK’s Geoscience 
division. She is a Chartered Geologist and ASoBRA (controlled waters/water 
environment) with 20 years’ experience working in environmental consultancy, 
specialising in contaminated land management and environmental compliance 
projects for a range of clients within the petrochemical, energy, construction, waste 
and transportation business sectors, as well as local authorities.

Helen takes pride in developing robust, practical, sustainable and cost-effective 
solutions to environmental problems on behalf of clients. She is actively involved in 
raising the standards of land contamination risk assessment through her involvement 
in the EPS Land Quality Expert Advisory Group and SoBRA climate change and 
controlled waters risk assessment sub-group.

https://www.envirocheck.co.uk/
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Fiona Simpson
Chief Planner, Scottish Government

Fiona has worked for the Scottish Government for 15 years. She has overall 
responsibility for the work of Planning and Architecture Division, including national 
planning policy, casework and the digital transformation of the planning system.  
Fiona provided secretariat support to the independent review of the planning system 
in 2016, played a key role in planning reform including the Planning (Scotland) Act 
2019, and is currently leading the preparation of National Planning Framework 4. 
Fiona led the preparation of National Planning Framework 3, and prior to that was 
Head of Environmental Assessment and worked across Government to provide 
technical advice on a wide range of energy, marine and environmental policies and 
programmes.

Dr Ken Scally
Technical and Quality Director, SUEZ

Ken is an International Environmental Forensic Chemist with over 26 years of 
experience in petroleum hydrocarbon analysis and forensic data interpretation, 
analytical chemistry, and quality management. He acted as the Forensic Chemistry 
expert for the damage assessment program on the Gulf of Mexico, Deepwater 
Horizon Oil Spill; the largest accidental marine oil spill in history and the largest 
National Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) in US history. He specialises in 
chemical composition and interpretation of petroleum hydrocarbons in terrestrial and 
marine environments and has a detailed understanding of oil chemistry, degradation 
pathways, aging, and source correlation indicators.

Isla Smail
Principal Hydrogeologist, SEPA

Isla Smail is a Principal Hydrogeologist in SEPA’s Water Resources Unit. Her 
work area at SEPA focuses on contaminant fate and transport in groundwater. 
She provides technical support to SEPA regulation in a wide range of areas, 
including groundwater policy, landfills and waste management, pollution incidents, 
land contamination, and waste crime. Isla works in partnership with various 
regulatory, industry and academic organisations on issues relating to groundwater 
contamination and is currently the SEPA representative on JAGAG. Isla is a Chartered 
Geologist with over 20 years’ experience as a hydrogeologist. She has worked in both 
environmental regulation and consultancy, both in the UK and overseas.

John Provan
Head of Clyde Mission, Scottish Government

John Provan is currently Head of Clyde Mission at the Scottish Government, coming 
into post in November last year.  John has over 30 years of experience in the civil 
service, working across a range of departments.



• Phase 1 Desk Studies
• Coal Mining Risk Assessments
• Phase 2 Site Investigations
• Remediation strategies
• Regulatory advice
• Reclamation and earthworks strategies
• Remediation design and validation reporting
• Materials Management Plans
• ISO 9001:2015, 14001:2015, 45001:2018

management systems and 17025:2017 UKAS
accreditations

www.dunelm.co.uk 

enquiries@dunelm.co.uk

0141 363 8888

Investigating the past for your future

Dunelm has over 50 years’ experience as an award 
winning provider  of geotechnical and geoenvironmental 
site investigation, offering a full range of services on 
projects throughout Scotland from our regional office in 
Glasgow, and nationally from strategically located offices 
in Durham, Oldham and Newbury.
All our projects are delivered by a highly trained team of 
qualified and experienced professionals who routinely 
undertake site investigations on brownfield sites of varying 
size and complexity. 

Dr Claire Stone
Group Quality Director, i2 Analytical UK

Dr Claire Stone has been working within the environmental testing sector for over 20 
years, with more than 10 of these in a Quality Role, she is our Group Quality Director 
overseeing our Environmental, Geotechnical and Food laboratories. 

Claire has vast experience in laboratory testing and environmental regulation, 
she plays a key role in the business ensuring the laboratory is at the forefront of 
developing markets, keeping up with industry best practice and looking at what areas 
of development the laboratories should focus on, to assist with that she sits on 
several groups and committees such as EIC, SoBRA, SCA and Regional Contaminated 
Land Forums. Claire has BSc and a PhD in Analytical Chemistry and has been 
instrumental in setting up the Asbestos Dustiness Method.

Dr Ashley Stewart
Senior Consultant, Optimat & Lead, Geospatial Network Integrator, 
Location Data Scotland

Ashley is managing the Geospatial Network Integrator – Location Data Scotland on 
behalf of Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Government and the Geospatial Commission. 

She specialises in data, digital and emerging technologies.  She is experienced in 
techno-market/demand analysis, technology roadmap development, strategy and 
commercialisation support to private and public sector organisations. 

She has a BA (hons) Marketing, an MSc IT with Web Development and a PhD in 
Technology Enhanced Learning and Communities of Practice.

https://www.dunelm.co.uk/


Martin Williams
Portfolio Management & Risk, Maslow Capital

30 years + experience in banking, including Real Estate Development & Investment 
lending at Royal Bank of Scotland, HBoS & Bank of Ireland. In 2008, Martin 
transitioned to a loan recoveries and workout role, with an emphasis on part built 
developments and brownfield land. As part of the portfolio management in 2017, he 
gained exposure to contaminated land and the remediation processes on industrial 
land in the Midlands, with more recent examples involving utility sites being prepared 
for residential redevelopment. Now part of the Portfolio Management and Risk team 
within Maslow Capital a leading Development Finance boutique, his role involves 
the development of new lending products with an emphasis on the environment and 
sustainability. 

Dr Jagadeesh Yeluripati
Senior Scientist (Ecosystem Modelling), The James Hutton Institute

Dr. Jagadeesh is a Senior Scientist and head of Human & Environmental group in ICS 
department at James Hutton Institute.

His research interests focus on the interaction between terrestrial ecosystems 
and the global atmosphere, with a particular focus on agricultural soils and their 
role in global carbon and nitrogen cycling. He has co-authored 55+ peer-reviewed 
publications in top rated scientific journals and gave numerous international 
presentations including several invited keynotes.

Currently he is a Research Deliverable (RD) leader for delivering Scottish Government 
Strategic Research Programme on Soils and Greenhouse Gas Emissions. His models 
and policy reports have been used by several policymakers.
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Caroline Thornton
Principal Contaminated Land Specialist, SEPA

Caroline Thornton works for SEPA as a Principal Contaminated Land Specialist.

Tom Telford
Account Director, Landmark Information Group

Tom is an Account Director responsible for looking after the top Environmental and 
Engineering firms in the UK. Tom has worked with Landmark for over a decade, 
having moved from the conveyancing industry and has experience in both public and 
private sectors.



Field-proven  
remediation  
technologies  
for the most  
challenging sites.

EVONIK SOIL &  
GROUNDWATER  
REMEDIATION
evonik.com/remediation 
active.oxygens@evonik.com

info@ggs-scot.com www.ggs-scot.com 01324 804 480

Suite 12, EpochHouse, Falkirk Road, Grangemouth, FK3 8WW

https://www.peroxychem.com/markets/environment/soil-and-groundwater
http://www.ggs-scot.com/


EVENT SUPPORTERS

Environmental Protection 
Scotland (EPS)

Environmental Protection Scotland 
(EPS) brings together individuals 
and organisations across the 
public, private and voluntary 
sectors to discuss and promote 
ideas, knowledge and solutions 
to achieve our aim of a cleaner, 
quieter,  healthier and sustainable 
Scotland. EPS is active and 
influential in the fields of air quality, 
land quality, noise and are at the 
fore of emerging environmental 
issues, including working towards 
sustainable development for a 
resilient Scotland. We will work to 
deliver those topics as a means to 
protect and improve public health, 
tackle climate change and address 
sustainable development.

Environmental Protection 
Scotland (EPS)

Environmental Protection Scotland 
(EPS) brings together individuals 
and organisations across the 
public, private and voluntary 
sectors to discuss and promote 
ideas, knowledge and solutions 
to achieve our aim of a cleaner, 
quieter,  healthier and sustainable 
Scotland. EPS is active and 
influential in the fields of air quality, 
land quality, noise and are at the 
fore of emerging environmental 
issues, including working towards 
sustainable development for a 
resilient Scotland. We will work to 
deliver those topics as a means to 
protect and improve public health, 
tackle climate change and address 
sustainable development.

Environmental Protection 
Scotland (EPS)

Environmental Protection Scotland 
(EPS) brings together individuals 
and organisations across the 
public, private and voluntary 
sectors to discuss and promote 
ideas, knowledge and solutions 
to achieve our aim of a cleaner, 
quieter,  healthier and sustainable 
Scotland. EPS is active and 
influential in the fields of air quality, 
land quality, noise and are at the 
fore of emerging environmental 
issues, including working towards 
sustainable development for a 
resilient Scotland. We will work to 
deliver those topics as a means to 
protect and improve public health, 
tackle climate change and address 
sustainable development.

The Association of 
Geotechnical and 
Geoenvironmental Specialists

The Association of Geotechnical 
and Geoenvironmental Specialists 
(AGS) is a non-profit making 
trade association established 
to improve the profile and 
quality of geotechnical and 
geoenvironmental engineering. 
The membership comprises UK 
organisations and individuals 
having a common interest in the 
business of site investigation, 
geotechnics, geoenvironmental 
engineering, engineering geology, 
geochemistry, hydrogeology, and 
other related disciplines.

British Drilling 
Association

We are the UK trade association 
for those who drill holes in the 
ground, manufacture/supply 
drilling rigs & equipment, or supply 
services to the geotechnical and 
ground investigation industry. 
Our members cover: ground 
investigation; mineral exploration; 
water-well activities; ground 
consolidation; quarry drilling; 
geothermal drilling; directional 
drilling; ground anchors; piling; 
laboratory testing; training; 
specialist insurance services; 
geotechnical consultancy; drilling 
rig & equipment supply. We do 
not however include drilling for oil 
and gas.

Scottish Property Federation

The Scottish Property Federation is the voice of the real 
estate industry in Scotland. Our membership reflects 
the diverse nature of our industry – owners, developers, 
funders, agents and advisers.

We work with our members to support a diverse, 
successful and sustainable real estate industry 
recognised for the contribution it makes to society. 

We deliver our mission by working collaboratively with 
national and local government and other partners; by 
promoting knowledge, innovation and best practice 
within the industry; and by showcasing our members’ 
achievements so that our diverse sector is better 
understood. 

You can search through our member directory here.

Scottish Contaminated Land Forum

The SCLF encourages and promotes the effective 
and sustainable reuse of brownfield land, particularly 
land affected by contamination. We seek to positively 
contribute to future economic growth and improved 
quality of life for people and communities in Scotland 
whilst protecting and enhancing the environment. We 
are a membership organisation established to bring 
together brownfield professionals and interested 
parties to promote and develop best practice principles 
and procedures in the industry in Scotland.  

Our members are drawn from the public and private 
sector including regulators, consultants, land owners, 
contractors, and service providers as well as academia. 
We run regular webinars, face to face meetings and an 
annual conference to facilitate and widen access to the 
dissemination of knowledge in the land contamination 
sector which will benefit members and the wider public.
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http://www.ep-scotland.org.uk
http://www.ep-scotland.org.uk
http://www.ep-scotland.org.uk
http://www.ags.org.uk/
https://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/
https://scottishpropertyfederation.org.uk/
https://scottishpropertyfederation.org.uk/join-the-spf/member-directory/
https://www.sclf.co.uk/


DELEGATE LIST

First Name Last Name Associated Company Job Title

Lisa McIntosh Advisian Senior Consultant

Judit Gal AECOM Associate

Andrew Howlett Albion Environmental Project Director

Jez Gittins Arcadis Associate Technical Director

Hebah Abdel-Hady Arcadis Environmental Consultant

Cameron Pollock ATG Project Director

Jenny Weir Atkins Principal Environmental Consultant

Jenny Colam Atkins
Principal Environmental Consultant,
Contaminated Land

Mark Thistlethwaite
BAE SYSTEMS
Environmental

Senior Geo-Environmental
Consultant

Luke Harwood
BAE SYSTEMS
Environmental Geo-Environmental Engineer

Craig Watson
BAE SYSTEMS
Environmental Remediation Project Manager

Tony Parker Borland Insurance
Insurable Risk Assessment and
Solutions Advisor

Andrew Phillips CALA Homes (West) Ltd Engineering Manager

Marina Kirkpatrick CGL Associate

Barney Smith
Chemtech Environmental
Limited Business Growth Manager

Ellen Laing
Chemtech Environmental
Limited Account Executive

Christopher Gray City of Edinburgh Council Contaminated Land Officer

Ann-Marie Deloughry
Defence Infrastructure
Organisation Senior Environmental Manager

Eleanor Garcia Harris
Defence Infrastructure
Organisation Environmental Manager

Sam Endsor
Defence Infrastructure
Organisation Environmental Manager

Mike Gennaro Delta-Simons Associate Director

Anna Revill
Dounreay Site Restoration
Limited Senior Environmental Specialist
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Amara Emeghebo Dundee City Council Contaminated Land Officer

Rob Schofield
Dunelm Geotechnical and
Environmental Geoenvironmental Director

Laura Gillies
Dunelm Geotechnical and
Environmental Senior Engineer

Keith Salt
Dunelm Geotechnical and
Environmental Regional Manager - Scotland

Helen Jones
Element Materials
Technology Inside Sales Manager

Alan Wilson
Element Materials
Technology General Manager

Jenny McLaren
Element Materials
Technology Business Development Associate

Kathy Newall Englobe Corp Business Development Manager

Sally Pearson Englobe Corp Commercial Director

Campbell Stewart Envirocentre Limited Associate Director

Aneta Dybek-Echtermeyer Envirolab Senior Bid Manager

Amanda Rafferty Environment Analyst Community & Events Director

Faye Heslin-Jones Environment Analyst Events Manager

Matthew Byerly
Environmental Standards
Scotland Senior Investigations Officer

David Clarke Eurofins Chemtest Managing Director

David Bowerbank Eurofins Chemtest Customer Support Specialist

Robert Brown Eurofins Chemtest Account Management Director

Jamie Harris Evonik Active Oxygens, LLC
Technical Representative, UK and
Ireland

Mike Mueller Evonik Operations GmbH
Business Development Manager,
EMEA

Lauren Buchanan Fairhurst
Graduate Geo-Environmental
Engineer

Ged Duckworth Ged Duckworth Ltd Director

Caroline Howarth GGS Scotland
Digital Communications and
Business Manager

Matt Askin GGS Scotland Technical Manager

Michael O'Brien GGS Scotland Geo-Environmental Specialist

Lesley McLellan Glasgow City Council Engineering Officer

Aga Wieczorkiewicz GroundSure Business Development Manager

Patrick Hepple GroundSure Business Development Executive

Pamela Hall Hollis Global Associate
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Vikki Aitkenhead Hollis Global Senior Associate

Andrew Griffiths Hollis Global Environmental Consultant

Danny Hope Hydrock Regional Director

Daniel Fry Hydrock Principal Geotechnical Engineer

David Lally Hydrock Principal Geotechnical Consultant

Chris Provan i2 Analytical UK Business Development Manager

Claire Stone i2 Analytical UK Group Quality Director

Ashleigh Cunningham i2 Analytical UK Senior Customer Service Adviser

Ross Hamilton i2 Analytical UK Regional Director– North

Liz Copland IKM Consulting Director

Neil Chalmers IKM Consulting Principal - Contaminated Land

Iain Paton Improvement Service
Spatial Information Project
Manager

Will Huston Jacobs
Senior Associate Director - Land
Quality

Alastair Blain
Johnson Poole & Bloomer
Limited Associate Director

Alex Wrottesley Landmark Geodata Managing Director

Piers Edgell Landmark Information Account Director

Tom Telford Landmark Information Group Account Director

Alison McKay Leapmoor Partner

Ashley Stewart Location Data Scotland
Senior Consultant, Optimat & Lead,
Geospatial Network Integrator

Scott McArthur Lovell Homes Engineering Manager

Isabella Marshall Mabbett project manager

Ben Colling Maslow Capital
Director Portfolio Management &
Risk

Martin Williams Maslow Capital Portfolio Management & Risk

Jonathan Dunn Mason Evans Geo-environmental scientist

Ian Cochrane Mason Evans Senior Associate

Sean Shanks Mason Evans Project Manager

Katie Holroyd Mott MacDonald Graduate Environmental Engineer

Euan Dickson Mott MacDonald Chartered Geologist

Moira Cartwright North Lanarkshire Council Senior Environmental Health Officer

Carol Heaton North Lanarkshire Council Environmental Health Officer

Gordon Jørgensen North Lanarkshire Council Environmental Health Officer

Christie Findlay
Perth And Kinross Unitary
Council Environmental Health Technician
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Kirsty McKenzie
Perth And Kinross Unitary
Council Environmental Health Officer

Mathew Spiller Proctor Group
National Technical Sales Manager -
Ground Gas Protection

Laura Toal Renfrewshire Council
Specialist Contaminated Land
Officer

Dominic Young Renfrewshire Council
Specialist Contaminated Land
Officer

David Gemmell RPS
Director - Ground Risk and
Remediation

Helen McMillan RSK Associate Director

Mark Lodge RSK
Senior Geo-environmental Engineer
- Geosciences

Fiona Simpson Scottish Government Chief Planner

Gillian Hastie Scottish Government
Economic Development Directorate,
Clyde Mission

Murray Dobson SEPA Contaminated Land Specialist

Ivonne Hughes SEPA Contaminated Land Specialist

Isla Smail SEPA Principal Hydrogeologist

Olivia Downey SEPA Senior Specialist Scientist

Alan Yendell SEPA Contaminated Land Specialist

Judith Clarke SEPA Hydrogeologist

Caroline Thornton SEPA
Principal Contaminated Land
Specialist

Martin Webster SOCOTEC Business Development Manager

Katy Strudwick SOCOTEC Business Development Manager

James Clay SOCOTEC Commercial Director

Luke Bradley Soilutions Ltd Senior Geoenvironmental Engineer

Kirstie Ogilvie South Lanarkshire Council Contaminated Land Officer

Rhona Mitchell Stantec Environmental Consultant

Callum Burns Stantec
Geoenvironmental Chartered
Scientist

Mark Hughes SUEZ
Sales Manager, Environmental
Quality Monitoring

Ken Scally SUEZ Technical & Quality Director

Simon Turner SUEZ Managing Director

Kirk Bridgewood SUEZ
General Manager, Environmental
Quality Monitoring
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Charlotte Rowe SUEZ
Inside Sales Executive,
Environmental Quality Monitoring

Duncan Pickering Sweco Principal Land Quality Consultant

Peter Wormald The Coal Authority
Heat and By-Product Governance
and Delivery Manager

Jon Aumônier The Coal Authority Project Manager, Innovation

Jimmy White The Coal Authority Assistant Development Manager

Lisa Conway The Coal Authority Development Manager

Nicola Mackenzie The Highland Council
Scientific Officer (Contaminated
Land)

Jagadeesh Yeluripati The James Hutton Institute
Senior Scientist (Ecosystem
Modelling)

Keith Torrance University of Strathclyde Research Associate

Rob Shortland VHE Business Development Manager

Paul Latta Waterman Senior Consultant

Sarah Hamill
West Dunbartonshire
Council Contaminated Land Officer

Matthew Junghans
West Dunbartonshire
Council Contaminated Land Officer
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We offer leading laboratory services throughout Scotland for 
environmental, construction, waste, fuel and engineering 
industries. We’re committed to providing the best possible 
service to our customers which is why we’ve invested over £3m 
over the last 5 years to increase our capability and improve our 
infrastructure. We have a dedicated account management team 
for Scotland and our own fleet of vehicles for collecting samples 
and delivering them to our UKAS accredited laboratory. Our team 
of experts deliver a range of in-house analysis, from PFAS to the 
identification and quantification of asbestos. 

Find us on suez.com/en/uk/laboratory-services

DETS is part of the SUEZ Group

Preserving the natural capital by
providing environmental testing solutions 
to safeguard our planet’s future. 
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Eurofins Chemtest provide analysis on soils, waters, sediments, leachates, and air. We 
primarily service the environmental sector across the UK and Ireland, supported by a 
high quality, innovative, and technically superior service that exceeds customer 
expectations. 
 
As your chosen laboratory partner, Eurofins Chemtest will support you through the entire 
testing process, from sample collection to the reporting of data. Our team of talented 
people have a wealth of experience and technical expertise and are available to support 
you at every stage.  
 
Being part of the largest life science company in the world, which operates in 50 
countries, with over 900 laboratories, Eurofins Chemtest provide a ‘one stop shop’ for 
all of your testing requirements. At Eurofins Chemtest, we collaborate with our 
customers to understand their unique requirements, recognise their needs as well as 
their customers’ needs, to find solutions and add value.  
 
Since becoming part of the Eurofins family in April 2019, significant capital investment 
has been committed to ensure that all teams are utilising the state-of-the art 
technologies and that every analytical process has both contingency and headroom to 
allow for expansion and changes in customer demands.  
 
For more information, please contact customer services on cs.team@chemtest.com or 
visit our website http://www.chemtest.com 

https://www.suez.com/en/uk/laboratory-services
https://www.chemtest.com/


Environment Analyst Ltd

6 Claremont Buildings

Claremont Bank

Shrewsbury SY1 1RJ

Tel: +44 (0)20 3637 2191 
Email: sales@environment-analyst.com


